Coronavirus Prayer Guide

Global
– The countries of China, South Korea, Iran and Italy who have been most affected
– Other countries who are in the developing world who may not have the resources
– for health care leaders worldwide to work with discernment in developing treatments
– global economic implications
– global relationships
– The World Health Organization to act wisely, not spark fear, but help bring containment

Local
– for people suffering in Canada and the US
– for particular hot pockets where a State of emergency has been called
– for families that have people who have become ill, or have experienced loss
– for health care workers who are on the front lines
– for the public sector, work, schools, events – for protection and wisdom

Personal/Church
– that as God’s missionaries, we might have the courage to care for others
– that we would be diligent in taking precautions
– that we would turn to prayer to a greater degree
– that we as the church would see this as an opportunity to show the love of Christ
– that our church finds very practical ways to help in our own neighborhoods

---

1 This prayer guide was published as part of an article on nabconference.org
https://nabconference.org/a-kingdom-response/